Clothes swapping is a great way to swap treasures, and reuse clothes. This is a good way to
encourage the community to get involved in donating unwanted clothes. The clothes swap can
be fill-a-bag, where the customer pays for the quantity of the contents in the bag, or pays for the
individual prices of items, or pays an entry fee and swaps per number of items they have
brought!
Everyone has clothes which they were given or they bought for a one-time event, stuck in their
wardrobe and will never wear it again, because it “just isn’t them.” But those items are perfect
for someone else’s style.

Venue
You can host your clothes swap at your local church, or at your local community hall. Ensure you
factor in the cost for the venue hire. There are several ways a clothes swap can be set up and run.
It can be just a small side contributor to a bigger fundraising event, or an event of its own. If it is
an event on it’s own, make sure you have a big enough venue, and enough variety of clothes.

How it works
Option one:
A common way to run a clothes swap is to:
●
●
●
●

Charge an entry fee
Attendees can donate a set number of clothing items – the number also depends on your
event size.
Each person receives that same number of tokens with which to choose “new” clothes.
One token for one item.
Make sure you have the clothes organised by items (shirts, jeans, skirts, etc,) and size,
making it easy for “buyers” to find what they want.

This option is good if you’re not wanting to have any leftovers; but if you’re genuinely wanting
people to get as many “new” clothes as they need, then a less limiting set up would be ideal.

Option two:
●
●
●
●

Charge an entry fee
For the first five items each person donates, they receive one token for each.
After that, for one token they must donate another 3 items.
If people just rock up without having anything to donate or have run out of tokens and
clothes to donate, they can buy a token for $2.
One token buys one item.

Option three:
●

Have the clothes swap run within a larger fundraiser.
o For example: High Tea
During the High Tea, the clothes swap could take place as an activity/fundraiser
on the side of the main event. You could set up a corner, or in a room (e.g. creche
room) where the clothes swap takes place and still be part of the main
fundraiser.

Tokens
There are lots of things you could use as tokens. Monopoly money, ink stamps on pieces of paper
given to each attendee, and lots more. Use your imagination for this one.

Things to consider
Socks and similar items probably won’t be donated, as the thought of someone else wearing
their socks before them doesn’t sit well with everyone. However, in case they do get donated and
you choose to “sell” them, you could price one pair at half a token, and the same for similar sized
and valued items.

Hosting event within another fundraiser
The clothes swap is an event that can happen within another event. If it’s your own fundraiser
that the clothes swap is contributing to, you’ll need to consider what audience/age range you’ll
be catering for. If it’s someone else’s fundraiser, find out what age group/type of audience is
likely to be there.

Leftovers
Depending on how many leftovers you have, you could post them on eBay or Facebook or donate
them to a charity/op shop.

